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       1705 AD – ‘NEWTON IS KNIGHTED: ENEMY OF FAITH IN THE CAMP” 

“Their sons remember their altars and their groves by the green trees upon the 

high hills.” (Jer. 17 v 2) 

EVENTS IN 1705 AD 

In 1705, Queen Anne knighted Newton during a royal visit to Trinity College, Cambridge. 

NEWTON’S SECRET ALCHEMY1 

By 1672 Newton had started to record his theological researches in notebooks which he kept 

private and which have only recently been examined.  They demonstrate an extensive 

knowledge of early church writings and show that in the conflict between Athanasius and 

Arius, he took the side of Arius, who rejected the conventional view of the Trinity. 

In Newton's eyes, worshipping Christ as God was idolatry, to him the fundamental sin.  The 

historian Snobelen writes: "Isaac Newton was a heretic. But ... he never made a public 

declaration of his private faith—which the orthodox would have deemed extremely radical. He 

hid his faith so well that scholars are still unravelling his personal beliefs."  Snobelen concludes 

that Newton was at least a Socinian2 sympathiser (he owned and had thoroughly read at least 

eight Socinian books), possibly an Arian and almost certainly an anti-trinitarian. 

In 1675 he received a dispensation from the government that excused him and all future 

holders of the Lucas chair at Cambridge from upholding the orthodox tenets of the Church. 

There is another, more mysterious side to Newton that is imperfectly known, an activity that 

spanned thirty years of his life, kept hidden from his contemporaries. Newton was intently 

involved in the discipline of alchemy, or as it was often called in seventeenth-century England, 

"chymistry." Newton wrote and transcribed about a million words on the subject of alchemy.3 

Alchemy is a branch of occult magic which seeks to alter natural things using supernatural 

powers: for example, transmuting common metals into gold.  Due to its occult affiliation it was 

                                                           
1
 Source: Wikipedia: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Isaac_Newton 

2
 Unitarian Christology of Faustus Socinus (1539-1604), of the Polish Brethren, radical reformers, denied pre-existence of Christ. 

3
 In 1936, Sotheby's released a catalogue of 329 lots of Newton's manuscripts, mostly in his own handwriting, of which over a third 

were filled with content that was undeniably alchemical. 
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forbidden in the Christian society in which Newton lived.  At the time of his death Newton 

possessed 169 books on Alchemy in his personal library. 

NEWTON’S INTEREST IN ROSICRUCIANISM 

The Rosicrucians believed in the ability to communicate with angels or spirits.  They also 

claimed to be in possession of the Philospher’s Stone by which they could produce limitless 

amounts of gold and life extension.  Newton was a devotee of Rosicrucian writings. 

Newton possessed the English translation of the ‘Rosicrucian Manifestos’ which he filled with 

his own notations.  He also possessed copies of books by the alchemist Michael Maier, such as 

‘The Laws of the Fraternity of the Rosie Cross’, also filled with Newton’s own notes. 

In one of the chapters of Maier’s books Solomon, Sheba, and Hiram of Tyre discuss the secrets 

of the universe.  In another chapter the Rose is described: ‘The center of the Rose is green, an 

emblem of the green Lion which philosophers know well’.4 

Between 1611 and 1616 Maier spent time in the court of James I and had in influence among 

English peers.  Maier enjoyed patronage among Europe’s aristocracy.  The Holy Roman 

Emperor Rudolf II5 raised Maier to nobility and gave him the title: ‘Count Palantine’.6 

NEWTON’S STUDY OF ANCIENT TEMPLES 

Newton believed that the temple of King Solomon was designed with privileged eyes and 

supernatural guidance.  To Newton, the geometry of the temple contained hidden mysteries. 

Newton felt that the writings of ancient philosophers contained unknown sacred wisdom, and 

the same was true of their architecture. He believed that men had hidden their knowledge in 

a complex code of symbolic language.  Newton wrote extensively on Solomon’s Temple. 

Newton believed ancient sources were endowed with sacred wisdom. This belief led Newton 

to also examine the architecture of Greece and Rome in a search for hidden knowledge.  At 

the core of his pursuit was the belief ancient wisdom was revealed to Adam directly by God, a 

common belief in paganism and mystery religions since before Newton and to our own day. 

                                                           
4
 Source: Wikipedia: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michael_Maier 

5
 Rudolf’s lifelong quest was to find the Philosopher's Stone; he brought Europe's best alchemists to court, such as Kelley and Dee. 

6
 Was Maier the ‘red nose’ (pun on red rose) of Rudolf the lead reindeer (emperor over Europe’s 12 kings)? 
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THE ROOT OF NEWTONS’S ALCHEMY: HERMETICISM7 

Hermes was the Greek god of writing and magic.  His predecessor and counterpart in Egyptian 

lore was Thoth, the patron of wisdom, astrology, and alchemy. 

Hermeticism was transmitted to Europeans through the writings of ‘Hermes Trismegistus’.  

This was a pseudonym.  Hermes Trismegistus was not a real person.  The writings were a 

syncretism of Hermes and Thoth popularized in the period of Hellenized Egypt during the first 

centuries AD.  His last name means "thrice great", which links him to Thoth. 

Clement of Alexandria was under the impression that the Egyptians had forty-two sacred 

writings by Hermes, encapsulating all the training of Egyptian priests. 

The Hermetica is a category of papyri containing spells and initiatory induction procedures.  In 

the dialogue called the Asclepius (after the Greek god of healing) the art of imprisoning the 

souls of demons or of angels in statues with the help of herbs, gems and odors, is described, 

such that the statue could speak and engage in prophecy. 

Unfortunately, there were writers in the early church who approved Hermes Trismegistus.  

They taught a single true theology threads through all religions, and which was given by God 

to man in antiquity and passed through a series of teachers, including Zoroaster and Plato.  

Hermeticism was developing at the same time in the same place as Gnosticism.  Hermetic 

documents were found alongside Gnostic documents at Nag Hammadi in 1945.  Gnosticism 

was a Christian cult with some Hermetic ideas.  Hermeticism is pure mystery religion. 

NEWTON’S POSITION IN MASONRY 

There is no reliable proof Newton was a member of any secret society.  However, his life was 

reclusive and secretive.  He did belong to the Royal Society of London.  He was an associate of 

individuals who were themselves labelled as members of esoteric societies. 

Newton’s researches were directed toward uncovering the same ancient mysteries which the 

Masonic societies and Rosicrucian circles devoted their attention.  That’s all we need to know. 

Newton was clearly a disciple of occult alchemy and an enemy of the orthodox Christian faith. 

                                                           
7
 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hermes_Trismegistus 
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PROPHECY OF JEREMIAH 17 V 2 

“Their sons remember their altars and their groves by the green trees upon the high hills.”  

(Jeremiah 17 v 2) 

Paganism was the native religion of England before Christianity.  For thousands of years there 

were pagan incantations, sanctuaries, and priests.  The orientation of the megaliths to the 

stars proves they were astrologers.  (This connects them to the Tower of Babel religion.) 

The ancient mystery religion never left.  Like a breeze through an open window, the 

practitioners of mystery arts blended into the Church.  The uninitiated would never notice. 

Surely the location of prominent monasteries and cathedrals on the same Ley lines as the 

ancient pagan worship sites is not coincidence.8  Ley lines connect astronomy and geometry in 

ancient pagan religious practices.9  Such lines exist all across Europe, indeed the world. 

 

                                                           
8
 E.g. all the following lie on a single line:  Mt Carmel (Haunt of Priest of Baal), Delphi (Pagan Oracle), La Sacra di San Michele 

(Benedictine Monastery), Mont St Michel of Normandy (pilgrimage site), and St. Michael’s Mount (Church on island off Cornwall) 
9
 The alignments at Stonehenge are a fusion of funerary, astronomical and geometric practices, simultaneously connecting three of 

the most significant sacred locations in southern England. Glastonbury, Stonehenge and Avebury/Silbury all align to create a perfect 
right-angled triangle, accurate to within 1/1000th part. (www.ancient-wisdom.com/leylines.htm) 
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‘Their sons remember their altars and their groves by the green trees upon the high hills’ 

According to many sources, high hills were of particular significance to the ancients for 

orientation purposes.10  Sacred groves by the green trees were the most magical of all.  Whole 

temples would be built around them.  (We explain this in our paper Mystery of the Fig Tree). 

Much is made of Isaac Newton’s esoteric investigations.  Knowingly or unknowingly he was 

merely being drawn back to the ancient pagan religion of his home and native land. 

The LORD laid down a marker here in 1705 AD.  In this year England would bestow its highest 

honor, in the case of Isaac Newton a knighthood, on a man who disdained the Christian 

heritage of the nation.   

To borrow a term from Newton’s calculus, it was an ‘inflection point’ in history: from this 

point on, anti-Christian scientists and philosophers would take-over the education system in 

England and in the world.  From these ‘high hills’ anti-Christian philosophy would trickle down 

into every level of modern education. 

The trend continues today.  The Biblical teaching of Creation is spurned in spite of the fact it 

has been supported by thousands of leading intellectuals since then until now.  Evolution is 

taught as a dogma to millions of young impressionable minds in schools everywhere.   

New schools, colleges, and universities don’t even think to make chapels part of their facilities.  

Those who have former Christian places of worship convert them to libraries and halls. 

 

  

                                                           
10

 Even today the Bedouins of North Africa use the line system marked out by standing stones and cairns to help them traverse the 
deserts.  The natives of Ceylon had to travel long distances to salt pans. Tracks were always straight through the forest, and were 
sighted on a distant hill, ('salt-hill'), and the way was marked at intervals by large stones ('salt-stones'), similar to those in Britain. 

https://biblenumbers.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/mystery-of-fig-tree-v3.pdf
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SPIRITUAL NUMBER ANALYSIS 

For a mind that has wisdom please read on.  See truth from another perspective. 

PART ONE 

Chapter 17 of Jeremiah is the 86th chapter of The Prophets.   

The spiritual number 86 means ‘Nations Worship God’ 

The pagan nations were always worshipers of gods: during Christian times not so publically.  

Isaac Newton was this way.  He continued the practice of the mystery religion in secret.   

PART TWO 

Jeremiah 17 v 2 is the 19,360th verse in the whole Bible starting at Gen 1 v 1. 

The number 19,360 = 32 x 605 

The spiritual meaning of 32 is ‘Fellowship’ 

The spiritual meaning of 605 is ‘City Doomed’ 

With Newton at the apex of the educational system, it was inevitable that the fraternity of 

scholars would transition to anti-Christian philosophy.  The consequence would be 

generations of children who are immunized from the Christian faith.  This would lead us to 

where we are today: people in England are abandoning their Christian faith: ‘City Doomed’. 

PART THREE 

Jeremiah 17 v 2 is the 1705th verse of The Prophets starting at Isaiah 1 v 1. 

The number 1705 = 11 x 155 

The spiritual meaning of 11 is ‘Mystery’ 

The spiritual meaning of 155 is ‘Honor Relatives’ 

Ever since Alfred the Great defended England from Viking invaders, England has been a land 

with a Christian heritage.  Isaac Newton restored forefathers from before the time of Alfred.  

He ‘Honored Relatives’ more distant: the Druids and ancient priests of the ‘Mystery’ religion. 


